STARR LINK was in close at the break folding up on the turn. MAVE a track in upper stretch. CHECK OUT LINE faded on the turn. REALLY COOL was never involved. MARINESERGEANTJOHN was always outrun. J slow early raced inside to upper stretch finishing with even action in the two path. KASAMOUNT sent hard pursued close up through the turn then tired near mid track in upper stretch. OAKS HONEY GALACTIC away alertly set the pace edging to daylight on the turn, digging in from the two path down the lane held safe. GRIND LINE stalked the pace Footnotes 8 - WinStar Farm LLC and Blazing Meadows Farm LLC; 2 - Abby J. Larimer; 9 - Fairweather Farm LLC; 1 - Adleta, Robert L. and Obrecht, Rolf; 7 - Jose De Jesus Hernandez; 3 - Allen, Lowell F. and Bourke, W. John; 4 - Rhonda Langley; 5 - Louden-Smith, Lori and Ball, Diana; 6 - Wesley Singleton; Owners: 8 - WinStar Farm LLC and Blazing Meadows Farm LLC; 2 - Abby J. Larimer; 9 - Fairweather Farm LLC; 1 - Adleta, Robert L. and Obrecht, Rolf; 7 - Jose De Jesus Hernandez; 3 - Allen, Lowell F. and Bourke, W. John; 4 - Rhonda Langley; 5 - Louden-Smith, Lori and Ball, Diana; 6 - Wesley Singleton; Footnotes: GALACTIC away alertly set the pace edging to daylight on the turn, digging in from the two path down the lane held safe. GRIND LINE stalked the pace laying close through the turn into upper stretch, extending while angling outside the leader from the eighth pole was held off while a game second. NOTARIZED raced evenly in the four path through the turn, angled out six wide in upper stretch used steady response to best the others. OAKS HONEY slow early raced inside to upper stretch finishing with even action in the two path. KASAMOUNT sent hard pursued close up through the turn then tired near mid track in upper stretch. CHECK OUT LINE faded on the turn. REALLY COOL was never involved. MARINESERGEANTJOHN was always outrun. J STARR LINK was in close at the break folding up on the turn.